This paper discusses the implementation of a three-dimensional (3D) structure motif search of proteins. Each protein structure is represented by a set of secondary structure elements (SSEs) which involves a-helix segments and fi-strand segments. In describing it, every SSE is further reduced into a two-node graph that consists of the starting amino acid residue, the ending residue and a pseudo-bond between them. The searching algorithm is based on a graph theoretical clique-finding algorithm that has been used for 3D substructure searching in small organic molecules. The program SS3D-P2 was validated using proteins that have well-known 3D motifs, and it correctly found the Greek key motif within an eye lens protein, crystal I in, that consists of four anti-parallel P strands. The program was also successfully applied to searching for the more complex 3D motif, TIM-type ^-barrel motif, with a protein structure database from the Protein Data Bank. Contact:
Introduction
It is well known that the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a protein is closely related to its function. The protein structure database is one of the key elements in the many attempts being made to derive some knowledge of the relationship between protein structure and function that is of molecular biological interest (Thornton and Gardner, 1989) . With the rapidly increasing number of known 3D structures of proteins, efficient computational tools are required for a systematic analysis of the 3D structural features of proteins using such a database. In this type of study, each protein must be examined for the presence or absence of a particular 3D arrangement of atoms or residues (Lesk, 1979) . This is esl To whom correspondence should be addressed pecially true for particular structural features called motifs which have specific geometrical arrangements within protein molecules. Over the last two decades, a number of computational methods have been proposed in structure comparison studies to address the problem (Remington and Matthews, 1978; Abagyan and Maiorov, 1989; Brint etai, 1989; Karpenefa/., 1989; Mitchell etal., 1989; Taylor and Orengo, 1989; Zuker and Somorjai, 1989) . Gibrat et al. (1996) present an exhaustive review of the recent work concerned with the comparative analysis of protein structures. However, most of them are mainly for aligning a pair of similar proteins and for the evaluation of entire similarity between them. These approaches are not always suitable for the full database search with a user-defined 3D query pattern for the protein substructure searching. On the other hand, there have still been only a few attempts to solve this problem (Mitchell etal.. 1989; Orengo etal., l992; Grindleycvo/., 1993; Mizuguchi and Go, 1995) . In particular, Mitchell etal. (1989) described a computer program POSSUM that allows searches for supersecondary structure motifs to be carried out using Ullmann's subgraph isomorphism algorithm (Ullmann, 1976) . Their work was extended by Grindley et al. (1993) into a program called PROTEP which allows the identification of 3D common structural motifs at the secondary structure level, which is based on the use of a maximal common isomorphism algorithm with a clique-finding procedure.
In the previous work, the authors reported a computer program SS3D-P for 3D structural feature searching at the residue level, which allows a search of the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Bernstein et al., 1977) to be carried out to identify all occurrences of a user-defined 3D query pattern or a 3D motif consisting not only of chain-based peptide segments but also of a set of disconnected amino acid residues (Kato and Takahashi, 1997b ). In the present paper, we discusses the implementation, in SS3D-P2, of a 3D structure motif search of proteins based on the further reduced representation of the structures, in which each protein structure is represented by a set of secondary structure elements (SSEs): a helices and P strands. The searching algorithm is based on a graph theor-(a) Ca-approximation.
(b) SSE approximation.
(c) Reduced graph representation of (b). etical clique-finding algorithm that has been used for a structure matching of small molecules (Ghose and Crippen, 1985; Brint and Willett, 1987; Takahashi et al., 1987) . The cliquefinding algorithm is that which formed the basis for the PRO-TEP program. Thus, the work presented here is analogous to that of Glindley et al. (1993) . One of the major differences is in the representation and description of protein structural information. In POSSUM and PROTEP. SSEs are represented by I ines drawn along their major axes. Then, the structure of a protein is described by the lines together with interline angles and distances. In this way, the distances are calculated as the midpoint distances or the closest distances between SSEs. Finally, these data are placed in a matrix for that protein. This matrix is regarded as a weighted graph. Thus, in the common subgraph matching process, each SSE is handled as a single node of the reduced molecular graph. This approach neglects the sizes of SSEs, and stresses their similar orientations in spatial terms, but contain SSEs of largely differing length. However, we still believe that a stricter representation of structural features would be important for studies of protein structure-function problems. Thus, to take account of the size and orientation of SSEs and their spatial arrangement simultaneously while searching, we investigated here an alternative reduced graph representation for the secondary structure level of description in which every SSE is described by a two-node subgraph characterized by a pair of the terminal amino acid residues. The approach was implemented into a 3D substructure search program for proteins, called SS3D-P2, and the efficiency was tested using the structure database of proteins that have wellknown 3D motifs.
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Algorithms and implementation
The 3D substructure searching or the 3D structural feature searching can be treated as one of the subgraph matching problems. The basic approach used in the present work is based on that of the program SS3D developed by Kato and Takahashi (1997a) . The process of subgraph matching in SS3D consists of two major parts: (i) the generation of the docking graph of two molecular graphs that come from a 3D query pattern (a set of structural fragments with a particular spatial arrangement) and a molecule to be examined; (ii) the identification of the maximal clique(s) of the docking graph 3D QUERY PATTERN (Greek-key motif) Protein: y-B crystallin (4GCR) Motif: four anti-parallel (3-strands (K2-D8, Q12-C18, S34-S39, G60-Y62)
Fig. 2. The
Greek key motif from y-B crystallin that was used as the query pattern in the 3D structure motif searching by SS3D-P2.
produced. The docking graph, used here, is an attempt at a pairwise map of atomic nodes of the two original molecular graphs. The mapping works if the distance between any two atoms is within the specified tolerances. A clique in the docking graph corresponds to a grouping of atoms in the original graphs where all the intragrouping distances are the same in both original graphs. Thus, the 3D-query substructure searching is equivalent to examining the presence or absence of the clique(s) with the same number of atoms within the query substructure. For more details, the reader is referred to Kato and Takahashi (1997a) . In principle, the 3D substructure search technique can be applicable to the 3D structural feature search of proteins, but in the case of protein structures, the number of constituent atoms that can be considered is quite large. This causes a high demand on computational time for the matching process. Thus, in order to apply such an algorithm to structural feature analysis of proteins, a reduced representation is used to describe the 3D structural information of a protein. In that way, each amino acid residue of the protein is regarded as a pseudo-atom (super-atom) and its 3D coordinates are approximated by those of oc-carbon (Ca) atoms of the residues. This approximation can considerably decrease the size of the graphs that have to be treated. The different amino acid residues also could be distinguished by the weighting of the pseudo-atoms.
In the present work, the 3D structure of a protein molecule is represented by a set of the pseudo-atoms in a 3D coordinate space. Also, a further reduced representation of the structure has been employed here in order to describe the SSEs. In this representation, each SSE within a protein molecule is described as a pair of points which are located on the terminal amino acid residues of the segment (the starting point for the N-terminal side and the ending point for the C-terminal side). Two types of SSE, helix and strand, have been considered in the present work. The DSSP program (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) was used for the assignment of the SSEs, helix (two or more consecutive residues with the DSSP assignment codes of G, H and I, and chirality '+') and strand (two or more consecutive residues with the assignment codes E). To distinguish the starting point and the ending point on the identical secondary structure segment from those on the other segment, a pseudo-bond between the points on the identical segment is defined for every secondary structure segment. The pseudo-bond is referred to as a helix bond for a helix segment or as a strand bond for a strand segment. In this way, a protein structure is reduced to a set of points (pseudo-atoms) and pseudo-bonds in 3D space (Figure 1 ). It can also be described by a distance matrix, in which each array is for the distance between the pseudoatoms. Such a matrix representation can be made to distinguish a pair of points which come from a particular secondary structure segments from different pairs of points by means of the sign of the value on the corresponding array of the extended distance matrix, because each of the secondary structure segment is characterized by a negative value. It can be seen that the distance matrix is still a representation of a weighted graph (or labeled graph) in graph theory. Thus, the subgraph matching technique described above can be applied to the current 3D motif search problem.
The algorithm mentioned above has been implemented in a 3D structural feature search program: SS3D-P2. The whole program was written in the standard C language, and all of the computational work in the current paper was carried out on a Silicon Graphics Inc. INDY workstation with IRIX operating system.
Results and discussion
To demonstrate the validity of our program, SS3D-P2, we have prepared a 3D structure database that contains 521 proteins (581 chains) taken from the PDB files (the release version of January 1995) using the reduced representation mentioned above. The present dataset was selected on the basis of the list of the representative protein dataset by Hobohm et al. (1992) . The dataset was pre-screened by the following criteria: (i) the structures of all entries in the dataset were determined by X-ray crystallography; (ii) the resolution is 2.8 A or better; (iii) the total number of residues of each protein is 500 or less. Then, the proteins for which the coordinate data are incomplete were discarded.
3D search for the Greek key motif segment
The 3D query of the crystallins (3 and y Greek key motif was used for the first search trial. This type of motif consists of four anti-parallel p" strands (Richardson, 1977; Blundell et al., 1981) . The 3D coordinate data of the query pattern for the Greek key motif in this trial were taken from the correspon-4GCR 1MDAH 3HHRC Fig. 3 . Several graphical views of the hit proteins listed in Table 1 and the sites corresponding to the query of the Greek key motif from y-B crystallin (4GCR: K2-D8, QI2-CI8, S34-S39. G60-Y62).
ding site of y-B crystallin (eye lens protein, 4GCR: K2-D8, Q12-C18, S34-S39, G60-Y62) in the PDB file. A graphical view of the query pattern is shown in Figure 2 . The 3D search for the Greek key motif segment was carried out for the 521 proteins contained in the database that are prepared beforehand. The following search conditions were used for this trial: the tolerance value of the distance is 4.5 A, no alternative residues are considered, and different kinds of secondary structure segment are distinguished. In the alternative search trial, the starting points and the ending points are distinguished, i.e. the directions of the N-terminal side to the C-terminal side of each secondary structure segment are also taken account in the geometrical matching. The former search gave us 17 sites from 14 proteins. With the latter conditions, the search gave us seven sites from six proteins. The required computational time [central processing unit (CPU) time] was 77 s for the former search and 69 s for the latter. These results are summarized in Table 1 . At first, it was verified that SS3D-P2 correctly found the reference site of 4GCR when it was used as the query substructure itself. Moreover, another site (R89-R95, R99-I105. S123-E128, G149-Y151) was also correctly identified as the same motif moiety. This fact is validation that the present approach works well for the 3D motif search, because it is known that the eye lens protein, 4GCR, has two similar domains within the molecule (Blundell et ah, 1981) . Subsequently, SS3D-P2 successfully identified the similar motif sites on the other eye lens proteins (2BB2: K2-Q8, Q12-L18, S34-A39, G60-Y62. and 2GCR: R89-R95, R99-I105, S123-E128, G149-Y151), too. In addition to this, it also found the similar structural features which consist of four anti-parallel P strands within methylamine dehydrogenase (1MDAH: A148-V153, S157-K163, L138-L142,1129-N131, 2BBKH: A148-D153, A158-D164, T137-Q142, T129-L131) and human growth hormone (3HHRC: Y107-S113, G116-F123, L66-R70, K81-E82). Most peptide segments listed in Table 1 to be mutually corresponded have homology at a quite low level, but the present results of the 3D substructure search suggest that the geometrical features of these peptide segments correspond well to each other. In Figure 3 , some graphical views of the hit proteins are displayed with the sites corresponding to the 3D query pattern.
3D search for TIM-type ^-barrel motif segment (eight parallel (3 strands)
Another search trial was carried out with the query pattern of TIM-type (3-barrel motif segment given in Figure 4 . A typical TIM-barrel motif involves eight parallel (3 strands (Banner et al., 1975; Richardson, 1977) . The 3D coordinate data of the query pattern for the motif used for this trial were taken from the corresponding site of taka-amylase (6TAA: II1-L14, A59-I62, Yl 13-V118, G202-I205, Y226-G229, G248-V249, G290-T291,1324-Y328) in the PDB file. The search trial was carried out on the same database as the above. The following search conditions were used for the trial: the tolerance value of the distance is 9.0 A, no alternative residues are considered, different kinds of secondary structure segment are distinguished, and the directions of the N-terminal side to the C-terminal side of each secondary structure segment are also considered. SS3D-P2 correctly found the query site itself within taka-amylase (6TAA). The search gave us 21 proteins (including 6TAA) which were identified by the query pattern. The computational time required for this search was 110 s. The proteins are listed in Table 2 . It was verified by the survey of the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) that 17 proteins, exceptions were hemagglutinin (1HGEA), dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (1LVL), ricin (2AAIB) and glutathione reductase (3GRS), have the TIM-barrel motif within them. A number of variants of the corresponding site were found for glycolate oxidase (1GOX) and aldose reductase (2ACQ): 18 variants for 1GOX and eight variants for 2ACQ. For both the cases, one of the variants is listed in the table because they depend on the same domain. Besides, it is known that anthranilate isomerase (1PII) has two different sites of the motif within it (Priestle et al., 1987) . SS3D-P2 successfully found the related segments of both of the sites (1PII: A83-L87, I111-K114, A133-M137, G159-V164, T210-E214, V180-N184, G232-I235, A49-C54; Y278-I282, Q306-F311, A354-S360, K375-D379, V402-A405, G423-F426, K258-V259, A33O-L333). Although, in strict comparison, the amino acid residues assigned to the eight parallel P strands for each motif site are slightly different from those of Priestle et al. (1987) , it is acceptable enough to identify the domains. On the other hand, visual inspections by means of computer graphics led us to conclude that 1HGEA, 1LVL, 2AAIB and 3GRS of the hit proteins were the searching noises. Graphical views of these proteins are displayed with the detected sites for the query motif pattern. The search was carried out under the following conditions: the tolerance value of the distance was 4.5 A. no direction of the secondary structure segments on the primary sequence was considered. Each secondary structure segment on the hit site is shown with a pair of amino acid identifiers of the N-terminal and the C-terminal side. The symbol '*' in the last column indicated the cases where the direction of the segment was taken into account. In Figure 5 , it is still considered that the detected site of glutathione reductase (3GRS) may be a variant of the motif found by chance, due to the tolerance, or an alternative 3D structural feature of the related proteins. The secondary structure segments are still a geometrically well-organized arrangement in the 3D space, although it is different from the query pattern. To question this, we carried out a search with the detected site of 3GRS as the query pattern. Unfortunately, no successful results were obtained for the 521 proteins in this search. Nonetheless, these results clearly show that the program SS3D-P2 described here can be applied successfully to 3D substructure searching or the secondary structure motif searching of proteins.
All the data described in this paper, and the SS3D-P2 program, are available on request from the authors. Table 2 and the sites corresponding to the query of the TIM-type p-barrel motif from taka-amylase (6TAA: II1-L14, A59-I62, Yl 13-V118, G202-I205, Y226-G229, G248-V249, G290-T291,1324-Y328). The four proteins at the bottom are considered as the noise in the present search.
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